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Re-trial in civil procedure is a kind of special remedial procedure outside the 
system whereby the second instance is final and it has played a considerately active 
role in ensuring the judicial justice and the litigants’ legal rights. The principle of Res 
judicata is the important fundamental theory in the civil procedure. Res judicata 
means the constraint of the ascertained judgment to the latter litigation. The parties 
can not sue the same subject matter again, and the court can not make judgment 
contrary to the former judgment. With the development of the society, the re-trial in 
civil procedure turned out many drawbacks, especially conflict with Res judicata of 
civil judgment, which does harm to judicial authority, waiting to be improved and 
perfected. 
Starting from the principle of Res judicata ,it analyzes the drawbacks of re-trial 
system in our country and the conflicts between re-trial and Res judicata, in 
combination with the analyzing of judicial practice, referring to foreign legislative 
experiences, bringing forward the suggestion which is the reform of civil re-trial 
should be in Res judicata perspective, carrying out limited re-trial, and bringing 
forward some suggestions on perfecting Chinese re-trial system. It is divided into four 
chapters besides introduction and conclusion. 
Chapter One is a brief introduction to the concept , the foundation , the essence, 
the function and the range of Res judicata, forming the principles of Res judicata. 
Chapter Two explores main drawbacks of civil re-trial in our country, analyzes 
the conflict between the guiding ideology of civil re-trial and the principle of Res 
judicata, the conflict between endless civil re-trial and the principle of Res judicata, 
and in combination with the analyzing of judicial practice, also presents the reform 
of civil re-trial should be in Res judicata perspective. 
Chapter Three focuses the comparison of the civil re-trial system in France, 
Germany, Japan and American, reveals limited re-trial and Res judicata, and offers 
important reference for reforming the civil re-trial system of our country. 
Chapter Four discusses the exploration of new civil re-trial patterns and policies 
of the reform for civil re-trial, also presents some suggestions for the reform of civil 
re-trial：Firstly, re-specifying the guiding ideology of civil re-trial, establishing the 














forward concrete suggestions about how to perfect the civil re-trial system of our 
country, including causes of re-trial, the jurisdiction over re-trial, process, expiration 
period, times and evidence of the civil re-trial on the basis of the judicial practice. 
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